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On multiplicity bounds for Schrodinger eigenvalues
on Riemannian surfaces
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Abstract

A classical result by Cheng in 1976, improved later by Bessonand Nadirashvili, says
that the multiplicities of the eigenvalues of the Schrodinger operator(−∆g+ν), where
ν is C∞-smooth, on a compact Riemannian surfaceM are bounded in terms of the
eigenvalue index and the genus ofM. We prove that these multiplicity bounds hold
for an Lp-potentialν , wherep > 1. We also discuss similar multiplicity bounds for
Laplace eigenvalues on singular Riemannian surfaces.

Mathematics Subject Classification (2010): 58J50, 35P99, 35B05.
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1. Introduction and statements of results

1.1. Multiplicity bounds

Let M be a connected compact surface. For a Riemannian metricg and aC∞-smooth
functionν onM we denote by

λ0(g,ν)< λ1(g,ν)6 . . .λk(g,ν)6 . . .

the eigenvalues of the Schrodinger operator(−∆g+ ν). If M has a non-empty boundary,
we assume that the Dirichlet boundary condition is imposed.

The following theorem is an improved version of the statement originally discovered
by Cheng [9] in 1976. For closed orientable surfaces it is dueto Besson [5], and for general
closed surfaces due to Nadirashvili [27]; multiplicity bounds for general boundary value
problems have been obtained in [21].

Theorem 1.1. Let (M,g) be a smooth compact surface, possibly with boundary. Then for
any C∞-smooth functionν on M the multiplicity mk(g,ν) of an eigenvalueλk(g,ν) satisfies
the inequality

mk(g,ν)6 2(2− χ − l)+2k+1, k= 1,2, . . . ,

whereχ stands for the Euler-Poincare number of M and l is the number of boundary
components.

Above we assume thatl = 0 for closed surfaces. Mention that even the fact that eigen-
value multiplicities on Riemannian surfaces are bounded isby no means trivial, and as is
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known [10, 11], fails in higher dimensions, unless some specific hypotheses on a Rieman-
nian metric or a potential are imposed. The key ingredient inthe proof of Theorem 1.1 is
the so-calledCheng’s structure theorem[9]: for any solutionu to the Schrodinger equa-
tion with a smooth potential and any interior pointp∈ M there exists a neighbourhood of
p and its diffeomorphism onto a ball inR2 centred at the origin that maps the nodal set
of u onto the nodal set of a homogeneous harmonic polynomial. This statement is based
on a local approximation of solutions by harmonic homogeneous polynomials [3], and in
particular, implies that the nodal set of a solutionu is locally homeomorphic to its tangent
cone. The latter property of nodal sets does not hold in higher dimensions, see [4]. The
structure theorem holds for sufficiently smooth solutions to the Schrodinger equation, see
Appendix A, and consequently, the multiplicity bounds in Theorem 1.1 hold for Holder
continuous potentials. Based on Cheng’s structure theorem, the multiplicity bounds for
various eigenvalues problems have been extensively studied in the literature. We refer to
the papers [11, 18, 19, 21] and references there for the details.

The purpose of this paper is to show that the multiplicity bounds continue to hold for
rather weak potentials when no similar structure theorem for nodal sets is available. For a
given real numberδ ∈ (0,2) we consider the classK2,δ(M), introduced in [1, 32], formed
by absolutely integrable potentialsν such that

sup
x∈M

∫

B(x,r)

|x− y|−δ |ν(y)|dVolg(y)→ 0 as r → 0, (1.1)

where the absolute value|x− y| above denotes the distance betweenx andy in the back-
ground metricg. It is a straightforward consequence of the Holder inequality that any
Lp-integrable function withp> 1 belongs toK2,δ for some positiveδ. However, unlike the
traditionalLp-hypothesis the potentials fromK2,δ(M) include certain physically important
cases, see [1, 32].

The hypothesis thatν ∈ K2,δ(M) implies that the measuresdµ± = ν±dVolg, whereν+

andν− are positive and negative parts ofν respectively, areδ-uniform:

µ±(B(x, r)) 6Crδ , for any r > 0 and x∈ M,

and some constantC. By the results of Maz’ja [25], see also [23], for such measuresµ±

the Sobolev spaceW1,2(M,Volg) embeds compactly intoL2(M,µ±). By standard pertur-
bation theory [22], see also [25, 32], we then conclude that the spectrum of the Schrodinger
operator(−∆g+ ν) is discrete, bounded from below, and all eigenvalues have finite multi-
plicities. Our main result says that they satisfy the same multiplicity bounds.

Theorem 1.2. Let (M,g) be a smooth compact surface, possibly with boundary. Then
for any absolutely integrable potentialν from K2,δ(M), whereδ ∈ (0,2), the multiplicity
mk(g,ν) of an eigenvalueλk(g,ν) satisfies the inequality

mk(g,ν)6 2(2− χ − l)+2k+1, k= 1,2, . . . ,

whereχ stands for the Euler-Poincare number of M and l is the number of boundary
components.

For the first eigenvalueλ1(g,ν) the above multiplicity bound is sharp whenM is home-
omorphic to a sphereS2 or a projective planeRP2. When a potentialν is smooth, there
is an extensive literature, see [11, 27, 31] and reference there, devoted to sharper mul-
tiplicity bounds for the first eigenvalue. In addition, in [18, 19] the authors show that
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whenM is a sphere or a disk the multiplicity bounds in Theorem 1.1 can be improved to
mk(g,ν) 6 2k− 1 for k > 2. We have made no effort in improving our results in these
directions. However, it is worth mentioning that the main topological result in [31] does
yield a sharper multiplicity bound forλ1(g,ν) for some closed surfaces when a potential
v belongs to the spaceK2,δ(M). More precisely, ifM is a closed surface whose Euler-
Poincare number is negative,χ < 0, then [31, Theorem 5] implies thatm1(g,ν)6 5−χ for
any potentialv∈ K2,δ(M). By the results in [11] this bound is sharp forT

2#T2 and #nRP2,
wheren= 3,4,5.

The multiplicity bounds in Theorem 1.1 also hold for eigenvalue problems on singular
Riemannian surfaces; we discuss them in detail in Sect. 5. The proof of Theorem 1.2 is
based on the delicate study of the nodal sets of Schrodinger eigenfunctions that we describe
below.

1.2. Nodal sets of eigenfunctions

Let u be a solution to the eigenvalue problem

(−∆g+ ν)u= λ u on M, (1.2)

whereν ∈ K2,δ(M), and if∂M 6=∅, the Dirichlet boundary hypothesis is assumed. Recall
that by results in [32] such an eigenfunctionu is Holder continuous. ByN (u) we denote
its nodal set, that is the setu−1(0).

By the results in [16, 17] combined with the strong unique continuation property [30, 6],
in appropriate local coordinates around an interior pointx0 ∈ M a non-trivial solutionu has
the form

u(x) = PN(x− x0)+O(|x− x0|
N+δ), where x∈U,

wherePN is a homogeneous harmonic polynomial on the Euclidean plane. We refer to
Sect. 2 for a precise statement. The degree of this approximating homogeneous harmonic
polynomial defines the so-calledvanishing orderordx(u) for any interior pointx∈M. Each
pointx∈ N (u) has vanishing order at least one, and we defineN 2(u) as the set of points
x whose vanishing order ordx(u) is at least two.

The proof of Theorem 1.2 is based on the following key result.

Theorem 1.3. Let (M,g) be a compact Riemannian surface, possibly with boundary,
and u be a non-trivial eigenfunction for the Schrodinger eigenvalue problem(1.2) with
ν ∈ K2,δ(M), where δ ∈ (0,2). Then the setN 2(u) is finite, and the complement
N (u)\N 2(u) has finitely many connected components. Moreover, for any x∈ N 2(u)
the number of connected components ofN (u)\N 2(u) incident to x is an even integer that
is at least2ordx(u).

The theorem says that the nodal setN (u) can be viewed as a graph: the vertices are
points fromN 2(u), and the edges are connected components ofN (u)\N 2(u). This
graph structure assigns to eachx∈ N 2(u) its degree deg(x), that is, the number of edges
incident tox. If there is an edge that starts and ends at the same point, then it counts
twice. The last statement of Theorem 1.3 says that deg(x) > 2ordx(u) for anyx∈ N 2(u).
When the potentialν is smooth, Theorem 1.3 is a direct consequence of Cheng’s structure
theorem, and in this case, the degree deg(x) is precisely 2ordx(u).

The proof of Theorem 1.3 uses essentially Courant’s nodal domain theorem, and is
based on topological arguments, which are in turn built on the results in [16, 17]. More
precisely, one of the key ingredients is the description of prime ends of nodal domains,
which leads to a construction of neighbourhoods ofx∈ N (u) where a solution has also a
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finite number of nodal domains. Our method uses the properties of solutions in the interior
of M only; it largely disregards their behaviour at the boundary. Consequently, the main
results (Theorems 1.2 and 1.3) hold for rather general boundary value problems as long
as Courant’s nodal domain theorem holds, cf. [21, Sect. 6]. The statement of Theorem 1.3
continues to hold for general solutions to the Schrodinger equation(−∆+V)u= 0 that have
a finite number of nodal domains. Without the latter hypothesis for arbitraryLp-potentials
it is unknown even whether the Hausdorff dimension ofN 2(u) equals zero or not.

The paper is organised in the following way. In Sect. 2 we collect the background
material on the strong unique continuation property, regularity of nodal sets, and recall
the approximation results from [16, 17]. Here we also derivea number of consequences
of these results that describe qualitative properties of nodal sets; they are used often in
our sequel arguments. In the next section we recall the notion of Caratheodory’s prime
end and show that prime ends of nodal domains have the simplest possible structure: their
impression always consists of a single point. In Sect. 4 we prove Theorems 1.2 and 1.3.
In the last section we discuss multiplicity bounds for eigenvalue problems on surfaces with
measures. We show that Laplace eigenvalue problems on singular Riemannian surfaces,
such as Alexandrov surfaces of bounded integral curvature,can be viewed as particular
instances of such problems. The paper also has an appendix where we give details on
Cheng’s structure theorem for reader’s convenience.

Acknowledgements.Some of our arguments at the end of Sect. 4 (the proof of Lemma 4.2)
are similar in the spirit to the ones in [21], and I am gratefulto Mikhail Karpukhin and
Iosif Polterovich for a number of discussions on the relatedtopics. I am also grateful to
Yuri Burago for a number of comments on Alexandrov surfaces.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Background material

We start with collecting background material on solutions of the Schrodinger equation,
which is used throughout the paper. From now on we assume thata potentialV belongs
to the spaceK2,δ(M), whereδ ∈ (0,1). The superscript 2 in the notation for this function
space refers to the dimension ofM. Mention that the spaceK2,δ(M) is contained in the
so-calledKato spaceformed by absolutely integrable functionsV such that

sup
x∈M

∫

B(x,r)

ln(1/ |x− y|) |ν(y)|dVolg(y)→ 0 as r → 0,

see [32]. Consider the Schrodinger equation

(−∆g+V)u= 0 on M, (2.1)

understood in the distributional sense. As was mentioned above, by the results in [32] its
solutions are Holder continuous. They also enjoy the following strong unique continuation
property.

Proposition 2.1. Let (M,g) be a smooth connected compact Riemannian surface, possibly
with boundary, and x0 ∈ M be an interior point. Let u be a non-trivial solution of the
Schrodinger equation(2.1)with V ∈ K2,δ(M), where0< δ < 1, such that

u(x) = O(|x− x0|
ℓ) for anyℓ > 0.

Then u vanishes identically on M.
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Prop. 2.1 is a consequence of the results in [30], where the author proves that a solution
u of the Schrodinger equation with the potentialV from the Kato spaceK2(M) satisfies the
unique continuation property: ifu vanishes on a non-empty open subset, then it vanishes
identically. As was pointed out in [17, 6], the argument in [30] actually yields the strong
unique continuation property.

The following fundamental statement is a combination of themain result in [16] to-
gether with Prop. 2.1.

Proposition 2.2. Let (M,g) be a smooth compact Riemannian surface, possibly with
boundary, and u be a non-trivial solution of the Schrodingerequation (2.1) with
V ∈ K2,δ(M), where0 < δ < 1. Then for any interior point x0 ∈ M there exist its co-
ordinate chart U and a non-trivial homogeneous harmonic polynomial PN of degree N> 0
on the Euclidean plane such that

u(x) = PN(x− x0)+O(|x− x0|
N+δ′

), where x∈U,

for any0< δ′ < δ.

The proposition says that for any pointx ∈ M there is a well-definedvanishing order
ordx(u) of a solutionu at x, understood as the degree of the harmonic polynomialPN. For
a positive integerℓ we define the set

N
ℓ(u) = {x∈ IntM | ordx(u)> ℓ}.

Clearly, the nodal setN (u) = u−1(0) is precisely the setN 1(u). Recall that a connected
component ofM\N (u) is called thenodal domainof u. The combination of the Harnack
inequality in [1, 32] and the unique continuation property implies that a non-trivial solution
u has different signs on adjacent nodal domains. Besides, every pointx∈N (u) belongs to
the closure of at least two nodal domains.

Now suppose thatu is an eigenfunction, that is, a solution to eigenvalue problem (1.2).
The following version of a classical statement is used in sequel.

Courant’s nodal domain theorem. Let (M,g) be a smooth compact Riemannian surface,
possibly with boundary, andν ∈ K2,δ(M), where0< δ < 1. Then each non-trivial eigen-
function u corresponding to the eigenvalueλk(g,ν) of eigenvalue problem(1.2)has at most
(k+1) nodal domains.

The proof follows standard arguments, see [12]. It uses variational characterisation
of eigenvaluesλk(g,ν), the unique continuation property, Prop. 2.1, and the continuity
of eigenfunctions up to the boundary. The latter can be deduced, for example, from the
interior regularity [32] by straightening the boundary locally and reflecting across it in an
appropriate way.

2.2. Qualitative properties of nodal sets

Let u be a solution of the Schrodinger equation (2.1). Ifu is C1-smooth, then the implicit
function theorem implies that the complement

N
1(u)\N 2(u) (2.2)

is a collection ofC1-smooth arcs. The following celebrated nodal set regularity theorem
due to [17] says that the latter holds under rather weak assumptions on a potential, when a
solutionu is not necessarilyC1-smooth.
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Proposition 2.3. Let u be a non-trivial solution of the Schrodinger equation(2.1) with
V ∈ K2,δ(M), where0 < δ < 1. Then any point x in the complement(2.2) has a neigh-
bourhood U⊂ M such that the setN 1(u)∩U is the graph of a C1,δ-smooth function with
non-vanishing gradient. Further, if a potential V is Ck,α -smooth, then such a point x has
a neighborhood U such thatN 1(u)∩U is the graph of a Ck+3,α -smooth function with
non-vanishing gradient.

Below by nodal edgeswe call the connected components ofN 1(u)\N 2(u). By
Prop. 2.3 they are diffeomorphic to intervals of the real line, and their ends belong to the
setN 2(u). We say that a nodal edge isincidentto x∈ N 2(u), if its closure containsx. A
nodal edge is called thenodal loop, if it is incident to one pointx∈ N 2(u) only. In other
words, such a nodal edge starts and ends at the same pointx.

The important consequence of Prop. 2.3 is the statement thatnodal edges can not accu-
mulate to another nodal edge. We use this fact to describe a nodal set structure around an
isolated pointx∈ N 2(u).

Corollary 2.4. Let (M,g) be a smooth compact Riemannian surface, possibly with bound-
ary, and u be a non-trivial solution of the Schrodinger equation (2.1) with V ∈ K2,δ(M),
where0< δ < 1. Let x∈N 2(u) be an isolated point inN 2(u). Then the number of nodal
edges incident to x that are not nodal loops is finite. Moreover, any sequence of nodal loops
incident to x has to contract to x.

Proof. Let B be a neighbourhood ofx whose closure does not contain any points inN 2(u).
We viewB as a unit ball inR2 centered at the originx= 0. Suppose that there is an infinite
number of nodal edges incident tox that are not nodal loops. Denote byΓ i the connected
components of the intersections of these nodal edges with the ball B whose closures̄Γ i

containx. By Prop. 2.3, each̄Γ i consist of a piece of aC1-smooth nodal arc and the
origin x. They form a sequence of compact subsets ofB̄, and hence, contain a subsequence
that converges to a compact subsetΓ̄0 ⊂ B̄ in the Hausdorff distance. Clearly, the subset
Γ̄0 belongs to the nodal setN (u) and contains the originx = 0. Since the subsets̄Γ i

contain points on the boundary∂B, then so does̄Γ0; in particular, the limit subset̄Γ0 does
not coincide withx. Since the originx is the only higher order nodal point in̄B, then
Γ̄0\{x} is the union of pieces ofC1-smooth nodal edges. Without loss of generality, we
may assume that the sequenceΓ̄ i converges to a subsetΓ̄0 such that̄Γ0\{x} is a piece of a
nodal edge. Now to get a contradiction we may either appeal toProp. 2.3 directly, or argue
in the following fashion. Letxi ∈ Γ̄ i ∩∂B be a sequence of points that converges to a point
x0 ∈ Γ̄0∩∂B. We consider the two cases.
Case 1: the complement̄Γ0\{x} belongs to a nodal edge that intersects∂B at x0 transver-
sally. By Prop. 2.2, it is straightforward to see that the tangent line to Γ0 at x0 is
precisely the kernel of an approximating linear functionP1 at x0. SinceΓ0 intersects
∂B at x0 transversally, we conclude that the sequenceP1((xi − x0)/ |xi − x0|) is bounded
away from zero for all sufficiently largei. On the other hand, by Prop. 2.2 we obtain
P1(xi − x0) = O(|xi − x0|

1+δ), and arrive at a contradiction.
Case 2: the complement̄Γ0\{x} belongs to a nodal edge that is tangent to∂B at x0. Then
there exists a sufficiently small ballB0 centred atx0 such thatΓ0 intersects∂B0 transver-
sally. Choosing a sequence of pointsx′i ∈ Γ i ∩∂B0 that converges to a pointx′0 ∈ Γ0∩B0,
and arguing in the fashion similar to the one in Case 1, we again arrive at a contradiction.

Now we demonstrate the last statement of the lemma. Suppose that there is a sequence
of nodal loops incident tox that do not contract tox. Choosing a subsequence and a suf-
ficiently small neighbourhoodB of x, we may assume that each nodal loop intersects with
∂B. Then the argument above shows that this sequence has to be finite.
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We proceed with another statement on local properties of thenodal set near an isolated
pointx∈ N 2(u).

Corollary 2.5. Let (M,g) be a smooth compact Riemannian surface, possibly with bound-
ary, and u be a non-trivial solution of the Schrodinger equation (2.1) with V ∈ K2,δ(M),
where0< δ < 1. Let x∈ N 2(u) be an isolated point inN 2(u). Then there exists a neig-
bourhood B of x, viewed as a ball in the Euclidean plane, such that the zeroes of u on∂B
are precisely the intersections of the connected components ofN 1(u)\N 2(u) incident to
x with∂B.

Proof. First, sincex is isolated inN 2(u), one can choose a neighbourhoodB such that it
does not contain other points fromN 2(u). Thus, for a proof of the lemma it is sufficient
to show that the pointx is not a limit point of the nodal edges that are not incident tox.
This can be demonstrated following an argument similar to the one used in the proof of
Corollary 2.4.

Let x ∈ N
2(u) be a point isolated inN 2(u) such that the number of nodal edges

incident tox is finite. The number of these nodal edges, where nodal loops are counted
twice, is a characteristic of a pointx, called thedegreedeg(x). It is closely related to
the vanishing order ordx(u). More precisely, if a solutionu is sufficiently smooth, then
by Cheng’s structure theorem [9], it equals 2ordx(u). The following lemma describes its
relationship to ordx(u) under rather weak regularity assumptions onu.

Lemma 2.6. Let(M,g) be a smooth compact Riemannian surface, possibly with boundary,
and u be a non-trivial solution of the Schrodinger equation(2.1)with V ∈ K2,δ(M), where
0< δ < 1. Let x∈ N 2(u) be an isolated point inN 2(u) such that the degreedeg(x) is
finite. Thendeg(x) is an even integer that is at least2ordx(u).

Proof. Denote byN the vanishing order ordx(u), that is the degree of an approximating
homogeneous harmonic polynomialPN(y− x), see Prop. 2.2. Choose a sufficiently small
neighbourhoodB of x such that it does not contain other points fromN

2(u) and does not
contain nodal loops. We identifyB with a unit ball in the Euclidean plane such that the
point x corresponds to the origin. ByBλ ⊂ B we mean a neighbourhood that corresponds
to a ball of radiusλ , where 0< λ < 1. Consider the rescaled function

uλ (y) = λ −Nu(λ ·y)

defined on the unit circleS= {y : |y| = 1}. Prop. 2.2 implies thatuλ (y) converges uni-
formly to the homogeneous harmonic polynomialPN(y) asλ → 0, wheny ranges over
the unit circleS. As is known,PN(y) changes sign onS precisely 2N times, and hence,
the corresponding zeroes are stable under the perturbationof PN(y). Thus, we conclude
that for all sufficiently smallλ > 0 the zeroes ofuλ lie in small pair-wise non-intersecting
neighourhoodsUi ⊂ S, wherei = 1, . . . ,2N, of the zeroes ofPN(y), and eachUi contains at
least one zero ofuλ . Choosing a sufficiently smallλ > 0, by Corollary 2.5 we may assume
that the zeroes ofuλ correspond to the intersections of nodal edges incident tox with ∂Bλ .
Further, the intersections of the nodal edges incident tox with Bλ lie in the cones

Ci(λ ) = {t ·λUi : 0< t < 1}, where i = 1, . . . ,2N.

Since the conesCi(λ ) are pair-wise non-intersecting and each of them contains atleast one
connected piece incident tox of a nodal edge, we conclude that deg(x) is at least 2N.

Now we claim that each coneCi(λ ) contains an odd number of nodal edge pieces
incident tox, and hence, the degree deg(x) is an even integer. Indeed, the solutionu has
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different signs on the connected components ofBλ \∪Ci(λ ) adjacent to the same cone; they
coincide with the signs ofuλ and the approximating homogeneous harmonic polynomial
PN. Sinceu also has different signs on adjacent nodal domains, each nodal edge piece
incident tox contributes to the change of sign, and the claim follows in a straightforward
fashion.

2.3. Properties of the vanishing order

The proof of Prop. 2.3 is based on the following improvement of Prop. 2.2 due to [17],
which is important for our sequel considerations. Below we denote byB a coordinate chart
viewed as a ball in the Euclidean plane, and byB1/2 the ball of twice smaller radius.

Proposition 2.7. Let (M,g) be a smooth compact Riemannian surface, possibly with
boundary, and u be a non-trivial solution of the Schrodingerequation (2.1) with
V ∈K2,δ(M), where0< δ < 1. Let B be a coordinate chart in the interior of M viewed as a
ball in the Euclidean plane. Then for a sufficiently small B and anyℓ> 1 there exists a con-
stant C> 0 such that for any point y∈ N

ℓ(u)∩B1/2 there exists a degreeℓ homogeneous
harmonic polynomial Pyℓ such that

∣

∣u(x)−Py
ℓ (x− y)

∣

∣6C(sup
B

|u|) |x− y|ℓ+δ for any x∈ B,

and the polynomials Pyℓ satisfy
∣

∣Py
ℓ (x̄)

∣

∣ 6C∗(supB |u|) for any |x̄|= 1, where the constants
C and C∗ do not depend on a solution u.

Mention that the harmonic polynomialsPy
ℓ above either vanish identically or coin-

cide with approximating harmonic polynomials aty from Prop. 2.2. The main estimate
of Prop. 2.7 is stated in [17, Theorem 1]. The bound for the values of the harmonic polyno-
mials on the unit circle follows from the proof, and is explained explicitly on [17, p.1256].

We proceed with studying the vanishing order ordx(u) as a function ofx ∈ M. The
following lemma is a straightforward consequence of Prop. 2.7. We include a proof for the
completeness of exposition.

Lemma 2.8. Let (M,g) be a smooth compact Riemannian surface, possibly with bound-
ary, and u be a non-trivial solution of the Schrodinger equation (2.1) with V ∈ K2,δ(M),
where0< δ < 1. Then the functionordx(u) is upper semi-continuous in the interior of M,
that is, for any sequence xi converging to an interior point x∈ M one has the inequality
limsupordxi (u)6 ordx(u).

Proof. For a proof of the lemma it is sufficient to show that ifxi belong toN ℓ(u), then
so does the limit pointx. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the pointsxi lie
in a coordinate chartB that is identified with a unit ball inR2 centered at the originx= 0,
andxi → 0 asi → +∞. In addition, to simplify the notation, we assume that sup|u| on B
equals 1. LetPi

ℓ be a degreeℓ homogeneous harmonic polynomial corresponding toxi from
Prop. 2.7. Representingu as the sum ofu−Pi

ℓ andPi
ℓ, we obtain

|u(x)|6
∣

∣u(x)−Pi
ℓ(x− xi)

∣

∣+
∣

∣Pi
ℓ(x− xi)

∣

∣

6C|x− xi|
ℓ+δ +C∗ |x− xi|

ℓ for any x∈ B,

where the second inequality for a sufficiently largei follows from Prop. 2.7. Passing to the
limit as i →+∞, we get

|u(x)|6C′ |x|ℓ for any x∈ B,

and conclude that the vanishing order at the origin is at least ℓ.
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Our last lemma says that the vanishing order ordx(u) is strictly upper semi-continuous
onN 2(u).

Lemma 2.9. Let(M,g) be a smooth compact Riemannian surface, possibly with boundary,
and u be a non-trivial solution of the Schrodinger equation(2.1)with V ∈ K2,δ(M), where
0< δ < 1. Then for any sequence xi ∈ N 2(u) converging to an interior point x∈ M we
havelimsupordxi (u)< ordx(u).

Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 2.8, we assume that the pointsxi belong to a coordinate
chartB, viewed as a unit ball inR2 centered at the originx = 0, andxi → 0 asi → +∞.
We also suppose that sup|u| on B equals 1. First, by Lemma 2.8 we conclude that the
upper limit limsupordxi (u) is finite; we denote it byN. After a selection of a subsequence,
we may assume that the vanishing order ordxi (u) equalsN for eachxi . By Lemma 2.8 it
remains to show that the vanishing order ordx(u) at the originx can not be equal toN.

Suppose the contrary; the order ofu at the origin equalsN > 2. Let PN be an ap-
proximating homogeneous harmonic polynomial foru at the origin. By Prop. 2.7, for a
sufficiently large indexi we have

∣

∣PN(x)−Pi
N(x− xi)

∣

∣6 |u(x)−PN(x)|+
∣

∣u(x)−Pi
N(x− xi)

∣

∣

6C(|x|N+δ + |x− xi|
N+δ) for any x∈ B, (2.3)

wherePi
N is an approximating homogeneous harmonic polynomial atxi . Denote byλ i

the absolute value|xi |, and by ¯xi the pointλ −1
i xi on the unit circle. Settingx = λ i x̄ in

inequality (2.3) and using the homogeneity of the left hand-side, we obtain
∣

∣PN(x̄)−Pi
N(x̄− x̄i)

∣

∣6 (1+2N+δ)Cλ δ
i for any |x̄|= 1. (2.4)

Without loss of generality, we may assume that the sequence ¯xi converges to a point ¯x0,
|x̄0| = 1. Setting ¯x to be equal to ¯xi in inequality (2.4) and passing to the limit asi →+∞,
we see that ¯x0 is a zero ofPN. Recall that the nodal set ofPN consists ofn straight lines
passing through the origin; the vanishing order of the origin equalsN, and any other nodal
point, such as ¯x0, has vanishing order 1. On the other hand, by Prop. 2.7 the polynomials
Pi

N are uniformly bounded on the unit circle, and since in polar coordinates they have the
form

air
N cos(Nθ)+bir

N sin(Nθ),

we conclude that, after a selection of a subsequence, they converge either to zero or to a
harmonic homogeneous polynomialP0

N of degreeN. If the former case occurs, then after
passing to the limit in inequality (2.4), we see thatPN(x) vanishes, and arrive at a contra-
diction. Now assume that the harmonic polynomialsPi

N converge to a non-trivial harmonic
polynomialP0

N. Then the polynomialsPi
N(x̄− x̄i) converge uniformly toP0

N(x̄− x̄0), and
passing to the limit in inequality (2.4), we conclude thatPN(x̄) coincides identically with
P0

N(x̄− x̄0). Now, sinceN > 2, it is straightforward to arrive at a contradiction. The poly-
nomialPN(x̄) has precisely 2N zeroes as ¯x ranges over the unit circle, while the polynomial
P0

N(x̄− x̄0) has at mostN+1.

Corollary 2.10. Let(M,g) be a smooth compact Riemannian surface, possibly with bound-
ary, and u be a non-trivial solution of the Schrodinger equation (2.1) with V ∈ K2,δ(M),
where0< δ < 1. Then the setN 2(u) is totally disconnected, that is its every non-empty
connected subset is a single point. Besides, the complementN (u)\N 2(u) is open and
dense in the nodal set.
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Proof. Suppose the contrary to the first statement. Then there exists a non-empty connected
subsetC ⊂ N 2(u) that is not a single point. Since any pointx ∈ C is the limit of a non-
trivial sequence inC, by Lemma 2.9 we conclude thatC ⊂ N

ℓ(u) for anyℓ > 2. Hence,
the solutionu vanishes to an infinite order atC, and by the strong unique continuation,
Prop. 2.1, vanishes identically. This contradiction demonstrates the first statement.

By Lemma 2.8 the setN 2(u) is closed, and for a proof of the second statement of the
corollary it remains to show that the complementN (u)\N 2(u) is dense. Suppose the con-
trary. Then for some pointp∈N (u) there exists a ballBε(p) such thatC= Bε(p)∩N (u)
is contained inN 2(u). By Harnack inequality [1, 32] no point in the nodal set can be
isolated, and we conclude that anyx ∈C is the limit of a non-trivial sequence inC. Now
we arrive at a contradiction in the fashion similar to the oneabove.

3. Prime ends of nodal domains

Now we study the nodal setN (u) from the point of view of the topology of nodal domains.
More precisely, we describe the structure of prime ends of nodal domains. The notion
of prime end goes back to Caratheodory [7], who used it to describe the behaviour of
conformal maps on the boundaries of simply connected domains. Later his theory has been
extended to general open subsets in manifolds [13]. However, main applications seem to
be restricted to 2-dimensional problems, see [26]. We startwith recalling the necessary
definitions, following closely [13].

Let Ω ⊂ M be a connected open subset, where we viewM as the interior of a compact
Riemannian surface. For a subdomainD ⊂ Ω by ∂D we mean the interior boundary, that is

∂D = Ω∩ D̄∩ (Ω\D).

Definition 3.1. A chainin Ω is a sequence{Di}, i = 1,2, . . ., of open connected subsets of
Ω such that:

• ∂Di is connected and non-empty for eachi, and

• D̄i+1∩Ω ⊂ Di for eachi.

Two chains{Di} and{D′
i} are calledequivalentif for a given i there existsj > i such that

D′
j ⊂ Di andD j ⊂ D′

i .

Definition 3.2. A chain inΩ is called thetopological chainif there exists a pointp∈ M
such that:

• the diameter of(p∪∂Di) tends to zero asi →+∞, and

• the distance dist(p,∂Di)> 0 for eachi.

The pointp above is called theprincipal pointof {Di}. A prime pointof Ω is the equiva-
lence class of a topological chain.

Clearly, for a given topological chain the principal pointp∈ Ω̄ is unique. Mention also
that the above definitions do not depend on a metric onM. The set of all prime points ofΩ
is denoted bŷΩ. It is made into a topological space by taking the setsÛ , formed by prime
points represented by chains{Di} such that eachDi lies in an open subsetU ⊂Ω, as a topo-
logical basis. There is a natural embeddingω : Ω → Ω̂, defined by sending a pointx∈ Ω to
the equivalence class of a sequence of concentric balls centered atx whose diameters tend
to zero. As is shown in [13, Sect. 2], the mapω embedsΩ homeomorphically onto an open
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subset inΩ̂. A prime endof Ω is a prime point which is not inω(Ω). A principal pointof
a prime end is any principal point of any representative topological chain.

Although a given topological chain has only one principal point, a prime end may
have many. The simplest example is given by considering a domain whose boundary has
an oscillating behaviour similar to the graph of sin(1/x). The collection of all principal
points is a subset of theimpression∩D̄i of a prime end. The latter does not depend on a
representative topological chain, and is a compact connected subset of the boundary∂Ω.
Mention also that a given pointx ∈ ∂Ω can be a principal point of many different prime
ends. We refer to [13, 26] for examples and other details.

The following statement, proved in [13, Sect. 6], shows thatprime ends give a useful
compactification (the so-calledCaratheodory compactification) of open subdomains.

Proposition 3.1. Let (M,g) be a Riemannian surface, viewed as the interior of a com-
pact surface, andΩ ⊂ M be a connected open subset such that the first homology group
H1(Ω,Q) is finite-dimensional. Then there is a homeomorphism ofΩ̂ onto a compact sur-
face with boundary that maps the set of prime ends onto its boundary.

We proceed with studying properties of nodal sets. The following lemma says that all
prime ends of nodal domains have the simplest possible structure: any of them has only
one principal point that coincides with its impression.

Lemma 3.2. Let (M,g) be a smooth compact Riemannian surface, possibly with bound-
ary. Let u be a non-trivial solution to the Schrodinger equation (2.1) with a potential
V ∈ K2,δ(M), where0< δ < 1, andΩ be its nodal domain. Then for any prime end[Di ] of
Ω its impression∩D̄i consists of a single point. In particular, any prime end has only one
principal point.

Proof. First, the statement holds for any prime end that has a principal pointx in the com-
plementN (u)\N 2(u). Indeed, then the pointx belongs to a nodal edge, which is the
image ofC1-smooth regular path, see Prop. 2.3. By the implicit function theorem we can
view a small nodal arc containingx as a line segment inR2. Then it is straightforward
to see that any chain that hasx as a principal point is equivalent to a chain that consists
of concentric semi-disks centered atx whose diameters converge to zero. Its impression
consists of the pointx only.

Now suppose that a given prime end has a principal pointx∈ N 2(u). Then we claim
that its impressionI does not have any points inN (u)\N 2(u). Suppose the contrary.
Then, since the impressionI of a prime end is connected, we conclude thatI contains
a non-trivial arcC that belongs to some nodal edge; that is,C is a connected subset of
N (u)\N 2(u) that is not a single point, and dist(x,C) > 0. Let {Di} be a representative
topological chain whose principal point isx, andEi be the set∂Di\I , where∂Di is the
boundary ofDi viewed as a subset inM. First, it is straightforward to see that for any
y∈C⊂ I the distance dist(y,Ei) converges to zero asi →+∞. Indeed, for otherwise there
is a neighbourhoodU of y in D̄i such thatU ⊂ D̄i for any i. More precisely, viewingC
aroundy as a straight segment inR2, we may chooseU to be diffeomorphic to a semi-disk
B+

ε (y), assuming that dist(y,Ei) > 2ε. Then we obtain the inclusionsU ⊂ I ⊂ ∂Ω, which
are impossible. Thus, we see that any pointy∈C is the limit of a sequenceyi ∈ Ēi . Indeed,
asyi one can take a point at which the distance dist(y,Ei) is attained. This implies that there
is a sequenceCi ⊂ Ēi of subsets that converges to a nodal arcC in the Hausdorff distance.
Clearly, the setsEi\(∂Di ∩Ω) lie in the nodal setN (u), and since the interior boundaries
∂Di ∩Ω converge to the pointx, we conclude that for a sufficiently largei the subsetCi

lies in the nodal set. Further, since the setN (u)\N 2(u) is open in the nodal set (see
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Lemma 2.8), we see that eachCi lies in N (u)\N 2(u). Thus, without loss of generality,
we may assume thatCi are arcs of nodal edges. Combining the latter with Prop. 2.3,or
following the argument in the proof of Corollary 2.4, we arrive at a contradiction.

Thus, the impressionI does not have points in the complementN (u)\N 2(u), and is
contained inN 2(u). By Corollary 2.10 the setN 2(u) is totally disconnected, and since
the impressionI is connected, it has to coincide with the pointx.

Corollary 3.3. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 3.2, the following statementshold:

(i) any point x∈ ∂Ω is accessible, that is it can be joined with any interior point in Ω
by a continuous pathγ : [0,1]→ M such thatγ(0) = x and the imageγ(0,1] lies in
Ω;

(ii) for any point x∈ ∂Ω and any sufficiently small neighbourhood U of x there are only
finitely many connected components U1, . . . ,Uk of Ω∩U such that x∈ Ūi and the
union∪Ūi is a neighbourhood of x in̄Ω;

(iii) the boundary∂Ω is locally connected.

Proof. We derive the statements using the results in [13], which apply to open domains
Ω ⊂ M whose first homology groupH1(Ω,Q) is finite-dimensional. Mention that all state-
ments are local, and hold trivially for the boundary pointsx ∈ N (u)\N 2(u). To prove
the corollary for the boundary pointsx ∈ N 2(u) we may assume, after cuttingΩ along
smooth simple closed paths, thatΩ has zero genus. Moreover, after cutting along paths
joining points fromN (u)\N 2(u) on different boundary components ofΩ, we may as-
sume thatΩ is simply connected, and the results in [13] apply.

In more detail, the first statement is a consequence of Lemma 3.2, [13, Theorem 7.4],
and [13, Theorem 8.2]. The second statement follows from Lemma 3.2 and [13, Theo-
rem 8.2], and the third from Lemma 3.2 and [13, Theorem 8.3].

4. The proofs

4.1. Proof of Theorem 1.3

Let (M,g) be a compact Riemannian surface, andu be a solution to the Schrodinger equa-
tion (2.1) with a potentialV ∈ K2,δ(M), where 0< δ < 1. First, we intend to generalise
Theorem 1.3 to certain subdomainsΩ ⊂ M.

Definition 4.1. A connected open subsetΩ ⊂ M is called theproper subdomainwith re-
spect to a solutionu if its boundary consists of finitely many connected components, and
the solutionu has finitely many nodal domains inΩ, that is, the number of connected
componentsΩ\N (u) is finite.

If u is an eigenfunction, then by Courant’s nodal domain theoremthe surfaceM itself
is a proper subdomain with respect tou. However, for our method it is also important
to consider proper subdomains whose closures are containedin the interior ofM. The
hypothesis on the finite number of boundary components guarantees that a domainΩ has
finite topology, and by Prop. 3.1, is homeomorphic to the interior of a compact surface
with boundary. The second hypothesis in Definition 4.1 mimics an important property of
eigenfunctions, and is essential for our sequel arguments.Below byNΩ(u) andN

ℓ
Ω (u) we

denote the setsN (u)∩Ω andN ℓ(u)∩Ω respectively.
Theorem 1.3 is a consequence of the following more general result.
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Theorem 4.1. Let (M,g) be a compact Riemannian surface, possibly with boundary, and
u be a non-trivial solution to the Schrodinger equation(2.1)with a potential V∈ K2,δ(M),
where0< δ < 1. Then for any proper subdomainΩ ⊂M with respect to u the setN 2

Ω (u) is
finite, and the complementNΩ(u)\N 2(u) has finitely many connected components. More-
over, for any x∈ N 2

Ω (u) the number of connected components ofNΩ(u)\N 2(u) incident
to x (if one connected component starts and ends at x, then it counts twice) is an even
integer that is at least2ordx(u).

The proof of Theorem 4.1 is based on the two lemmas below. The first lemma shows
that proper neighbourhoods form a topological basis at any point x∈ Ω. Its proof relies on
the topological consequences of our study of prime ends in Sect. 3.

Lemma 4.1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1, for any point x∈ NΩ(x) and any suf-
ficiently small ball Bε(x) centered at x there exists a proper subdomain Uε(x) with respect
to u such that x∈Uε(x)⊂ Bε(x).

Proof. Let x ∈ N (u) be an interior nodal point inΩ, andΩ1, . . . ,Ωm be a collection of
all nodal domains whose closure containsx. By Corollary 3.3 for any sufficiently small
open ballBε(x) ⊂ Ω there are only finitely many connected componentsΩ j

i , j = 1, . . . , r i ,
of the intersectionBε(x)∩Ωi whose closure containsx. Besides, the unionFi = ∪ jΩ̄ j

i is
a neighbourhood ofx in Ω̄i. Thus, we conclude that the setUε(x) = Int(∪Fi) contains
x. Clearly, the connected components of the complementUε(x)\N (u) are precisely the
domainsΩ j

i , and it remains to show thatUε(x) has finitely many boundary components.
Choosingε > 0 such that the metric ballBε(x) is homeomorphic to a ball inR2, it is
straightforward to see that any boundary component ofUε(x) that lies inBε(x) bounds
a union of nodal domains. Since the number of nodal domains isfinite, then choosing
ε > 0 even smaller we conclude thatUε(x) is simply connected, and hence, its boundary is
connected. Thus, the neighbourhoodUε(x) is indeed a proper subdomain with respect to a
solutionu.

The second lemma says that if the setN 2
Ω (u) consists of isolated points, then it is

necessarily finite, and the nodal set has the structure of a finite graph with the vertex set
N 2

Ω (u).

Lemma 4.2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1, suppose that the setN
2

Ω (u) consists
of isolated points. Then the setN 2

Ω (u) is finite, and the complementNΩ(u)\N 2(u) has
finitely many connected components.

The proof of the last lemma appears at the end of the section. Now we proceed with the
proof of Theorem 4.1.

Proof of Theorem 4.1.By Lemma 4.2 for a proof of the theorem it is sufficient to show
that the setN 2

Ω (u) consists of isolated points inΩ. The second statement of the theorem
is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.6. First, we consider the case of proper subdomains
Ω ⊂ M whose closures are contained in the interior ofM, Ω̄ ⊂ M. Given such a subdomain
Ω, it is straightforward to see that themaximal vanishing orderℓ = max{ordx(u)}, where
x∈ Ω, is finite. Indeed, for otherwise there exists a pointp∈ Ω̄ that is the limit of points
xi ∈Ω such that ordxi (u)→+∞ asi →+∞. Then, by Lemma 2.8, the solutionu vanishes to
an infinite order atp, and the strong unique continuation, Prop. 2.1, implies that u vanishes
identically.

Let Ω ⊂ M be a proper subdomain whose closure is contained in the interior of M. We
prove that the setN 2

Ω (u) is finite by induction in the maximal vanishing orderℓ. Clearly,
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the statement holds for all solutionsu and proper subdomainsΩ such that the maximal
vanishing order equals 2. Indeed, in this case by Lemma 2.9 the setN 2

Ω (u) consists of
isolated points, and by Lemma 4.2, is finite. Now we perform aninduction step. Suppose
that the setN 2

Ω (u) is finite for all solutionsu to the Schrodinger equation (2.1) onM and
all proper subdomainsΩ , whose closure is contained in the interior ofM, such that

max{ordx(u) : x∈ Ω}6 ℓ−1.

Now letu be a solution onM andΩ be a proper subdomain such that the maximal vanishing
order equalsℓ,

max{ordx(u) : x∈ Ω}= ℓ.

By Lemma 2.9 the setN ℓ
Ω (u) consists of isolated points inΩ. Pick a pointp ∈ N 2

Ω (u).
By Lemma 4.1 there is its neighbourhoodU that is a proper subdomain such thatŪ ⊂ Ω.
Then the neighbourhoodU may contain only finitely many pointsp1, p2, . . . , pm whose
vanishing order equalsℓ. Since the domainU0 =U\{p1, . . . , pm} is proper with respect to
u, then the induction hypothesis implies that the setN 2(u)∩U0 is finite. Hence, so is the
setN 2(u)∩U . Thus, we conclude thatN 2

Ω (u) consists of isolated points inΩ, and by
Lemma 4.2, is finite.

The statement that the setN 2
Ω (u) consists of isolated points inΩ for an arbitrary

proper subdomainΩ ⊂ M follows directly from the case considered above together with
Lemma 4.1.

4.2. Proof of Theorem 1.2

Now we show how Theorem 1.3 implies the multiplicity bounds.We give an argument
following the strategy described in [21, Sect. 6]. It relieson two lemmas that appear below.
The first lemma gives a lower bound for the number of nodal domains via the vanishing
order of pointsx∈ N 2(u).

Lemma 4.3. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.2, for any non-trivial eigenfunction u of
an eigenvalueλk(g,ν) the number of its nodal domains is at least∑(ordx(u)−1)+ χ + l,
where the sum is taken over all points inN 2(u) andχ and l stand for the Euler-Poincare
number and the number of boundary components of M respectively.

Before giving a proof we introduce some notation that is useful in sequel. First, by
Theorem 4.1 the nodal setN (u) of any eigenfunctionu on M can be viewed as a finite
graph, callednodal graph. Its vertices are points inN 2(u) and the edges are connected
components ofN (u)\N 2(u). Below we denote bȳM a closed surface, viewed as the im-
age ofM under collapsing its boundary components to points, and byχ̄ its Euler-Poincare
number. Let ¯N (u) be the corresponding image of a nodal graphN (u), called thereduced
nodal graph. Its edges are the same nodal arcs, and there are two types of vertices: vertices
that correspond to the boundary components that contain limit points of nodal lines, called
boundary component vertices, and genuine vertices that correspond to the points inN 2(u),
calledinterior vertices. By facesof the graph ¯N (u) we mean the connected components
of the complement̄M\ ¯N (u). Clearly, they can be identified with the nodal domains of an
eigenfunctionu.

Proof of Lemma 4.3.Let ¯N (u) be a reduced nodal graph in̄M. By Theorem 4.1 it is a
finite graph, and letv, e, and f be the number of its vertices, edges, and faces respectively.
We also denote byr the number of boundary component vertices in̄N (u). Recall that
the number of edges satisfies the relation 2e= ∑deg(x), where the sum is taken over all
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vertices. Since an eigenfunctionu has different signs on adjacent nodal domains, the degree
of each boundary component vertex is at least two, and we obtain

e> r +
1
2∑deg(x)> r +∑ordx(u),

where the sum is taken over all interior verticesx∈ N
2(u). The second inequality above

follows from the relation deg(x) > 2ordx(u), see Theorem 4.1. Viewing the number of
verticesv as the sumr +∑1, where the sum symbol is again taken overx∈ N 2(u), by the
Euler inequality [14, p. 207] we have

f > e− v+ χ̄ >∑(ordx(u)−1)+ χ̄,

whereχ̄ = χ + l is the Euler-Poincare number of̄M. Since f is precisely the number of
nodal domains, we are done.

We proceed with the second lemma. In the case when the potential of a Schrodinger
equation is smooth it is due to [27], see also [21]. The proof relies essentially on Prop. 2.2.

Lemma 4.4. Let (M,g) be a compact Riemannian surface, possibly with boundary, and
u1, . . . ,u2n be a collection of non-trivial linearly independent solutions to the Schrodinger
equation(2.1) with a potential V∈ K2,δ(M), where0< δ < 1. Then for a given interior
point x∈ M there exists a non-trivial linear combination u= ∑αiui whose vanishing order
ordx(u) at the point x is at least n.

Proof. Let V be a linear space spanned by the functionsu1, . . . ,u2n, andVi be its subspace
formed by solutionsu∈V whose vanishing order atx is at leasti, ordx(u)> i. Clearly, the
subspacesVi form a nested sequence,Vi+1 ⊂Vi. The statement of the lemma says thatVn is
non-trivial. Suppose the contrary: the subspaceVn is trivial. Then, it is straightforward to
see that the dimension ofV satisfies the inequality

dimV 6 1+
n−1

∑
i=1

dim(Vi/Vi+1);

the equality occurs if the spaceV does not coincide withV1. By Prop. 2.2 the factor-space
Vi/Vi+1 can be identified with a subspace of homogeneous harmonic polynomials onR2 of
degreei. When the degreei > 1, the space of such polynomials has dimension two, and we
obtain

dimV 6 1+2(n−1)= 2n−1.

Thus, we arrive at a contradiction with the hypotheses of thelemma.

Now we finish the proof of Theorem 1.2. Suppose the contrary toits statement. Then
there exists at least 2(2−χ − l)+2k+2 linearly independent eigenfunctions corresponding
to the eigenvalueλk(µ ,g). Pick an interior pointx∈ M. By Lemma 4.4 there exists a new
eigenfunctionu whose vanishing order at the pointx is at least 2− χ − l + k+1. Now the
combination with Lemma 4.3 implies that the number of the nodal domains ofu is at least
k+2. Thus, we arrive at a contradiction with Courant’s nodal domains theorem.

4.3. Proof of Lemma 4.2

Since the setN 2
Ω (u) consists of isolated points, we can view the nodal setNΩ(u) as a

graph: the vertices are points inN 2
Ω (u), and the edges are connected components of

NΩ(u)\N 2
Ω (u). Recall that thedegreedeg(x) of a vertexx ∈ N 2

Ω (u) is defined as the
number of edges incident tox; if one edge starts and ends atx, then it counts twice. The
following lemma says that the degree of each vertex has to be finite.
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Lemma 4.5. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1, suppose that the setN 2
Ω (u) consists

of isolated points. Then the degreedeg(x) of any point x∈ N 2
Ω (u) is finite.

Proof. By Corollary 2.4 it is sufficient to show that the number of nodal loops that start
and end at a given pointx∈ N 2

Ω (u) is finite. Suppose the contrary, that is the number of
such nodal loops is infinite. Let̄Ω be a compactification ofΩ, obtained by adding one
point for each boundary component. By Prop. 3.1 it is homeomorphic to a closed surface,
and we denote bȳχ its Euler-Poincare number. LetΓ be a subgraph in the nodal graph
formed by one vertexx andm+2− χ̄ nodal loops that start and end atx, wherem is the
number of nodal domains ofu in Ω. Denote byv= 1, e= m+2− χ̄, and f the number of
vertices, edges, and faces ofΓ respectively. Here by the faces ofΓ we mean the connected
components of̄Ω\Γ. Clearly, they are unions of nodal domains, andf 6 m. On the other
hand, viewingΓ as a graph in̄Ω, by Euler’s inequality [14, p. 207], we obtain

f > e− v+ χ̄ = m+1.

This contradiction demonstrates the lemma.

Now we prove the statement of Lemma 4.2: the setN 2
Ω (u) is finite, and the complement

NΩ(u)\N 2(u) has finitely many connected components. The argument below is based on
the results in Sect. 2, and is close in the spirit to the one in [21, Sect. 3].

Let Ω̄ be a closed surface obtained by collapsing boundary components ofΩ to points.
By ¯NΩ we denote thereduced nodal graphin Ω̄, defined in the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Recall that its edges are the same nodal edges, and there are two types of vertices: vertices
that correspond to the boundary components ofΩ that contain limit points of nodal lines,
calledboundary component vertices, and genuine vertices that correspond to the points
in N 2

Ω (u), calledinterior vertices. For a proof of the lemma it is sufficient to show that
¯NΩ(u) is a finite graph. Our strategy is to show that:

(i) each boundary component vertex has a finite degree and

(ii) the number of interior vertices is finite inΩ.

We are going to construct new graphs in̄Ω by resolving interior verticesin the following
fashion. Letx ∈ N 2

Ω (u) be an interior vertex. By Lemma 4.5 its degree is finite, and by
Lemma 2.6 it is an even integer 2n. LetB be a small disk centered atx that does not contain
other vertices. By Corollary 2.5 we may assume that non-incident tox nodal edges lie in the
complementΩ\B. Besides, since the degree is finite, we may also assume that each nodal
loop incident tox intersects∂B in at least two points. Consider the intersections of nodal
edges withB, and letΓ i , wherei = 0, . . . ,2n−1, be their connected components incident
to x. Pick pointsyi ∈ Γ̄ i ∩∂B; one for eachi = 0, . . . ,2n−1. By the resolution of a vertexx
we mean a new graph obtained by removing sub-arcs betweenx andyi in each nodal edge
incident tox and rounding-off them by non-intersecting arcs inB joining the pointsy2 j and
y2 j+1. If there was an edge that starts and ends atx, then such a procedure may make it into
a loop. We remove all such loops, if they occur. A new graph, obtained by the resolution
of one vertex, has one vertex less and at most as many faces as the original graph.
Proof of (i). Suppose the contrary. Let us resolve all interior vertices in ¯NΩ(u) in the way
described above. The result is a graphΓ whose only vertices are boundary component
vertices in ¯NΩ(u); denote byv their number. Besides, it has at most as many faces as

¯NΩ(u), that is not greater than the number of nodal domains. Since there is a boundary
component vertex in ¯NΩ(u) whose degree is infinite, the same vertex has an infinite degree
in Γ. Let us remove all edges inΓ except for at leastv+m+1− χ̄ of them, wherem is the
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number of nodal domains and̄χ is the Euler-Poincare number of̄Ω. The result is a finite
graph; it has preciselyv vertices, and we denote bye and f the number of its edges and
faces respectively. By Euler’s inequality, we obtain

f > e− v+ χ̄ = m+1.

On the other hand, since removing an edge does not increase the number of faces, we have
f 6 m. Thus, we arrive at a contradiction.
Proof of (ii). Suppose the contrary, and letv be a number of boundary component vertices
in ¯NΩ(u). Let us resolve all interior vertices except forv+m+1− χ̄ of them. The result
is a finite graph; we denote byv′, e′, and f ′ the number of its vertices, edges, and faces
respectively. Clearly, we have

v′ 6 2v+m+1− χ̄ and e′ > 2(v+m+1− χ̄),

where in the second inequality we used Lemma 2.6, saying thatthe degree of each vertex
x∈ N 2

Ω (u) is at least 4. Combining these inequalities with the Euler inequality, we obtain

f ′ > e′− v′+ χ̄ > m+1.

On the other hand, we havef ′ 6 m. Thus, we arrive at a contradiction.

5. Eigenvalue problems on singular Riemannian surfaces

5.1. Eigenvalue problems on surfaces with measures

The purpose of this section is to discuss multiplicity bounds on singular Riemannian sur-
faces. We start with recalling a useful general setting of eigenvalue problems on surfaces
with measures, following [23].

Let (M,g) be a compact Riemannian surface, possibly with boundary, and µ be a finite
absolutely continuous (with respect todVolg) Radon measure onM that satisfies thedecay
condition

µ(B(x, r))6Crδ , for any r > 0 andx∈ M, (5.1)

and some constantsC andδ > 0. Denote byL1
2(M,Volg) the space formed by distributions

whose derivatives are inL2(M,Volg). Then by the results of Maz’ja [25], see also [23], the
embedding

L2(M,µ)∩L1
2(M,Volg)⊂ L2(M,µ)

is compact, the Dirichlet form
∫

|∇ u|2dVolg is closable inL2(M,µ), and its spectrum is
discrete. We denote by

0= λ0(g,µ)< λ1(g,µ)6 . . .λk(g,µ)6 . . .

the corresponding eigenvalues, and bymk(g,µ) their multiplicities. As above, we always
suppose that the Dirichlet boundary hypothesis is imposed,if the boundary ofM is non-
empty. The eigenfunctions corresponding to an eigenvalueλk(g,µ) are distributional solu-
tions to the Schrodinger equation

−∆gu= λk(g,µ)µu on M. (5.2)

The latter fact ensures that the analysis in Sect. 2-4 carries over to yield the following result.
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Theorem 5.1. Let (M,g) be a smooth compact Riemannian surface, possibly with bound-
ary, endowed with a finite absolutely continuous Radon measure µ that satisfies hypoth-
esis(5.1). Then the multiplicity mk(g,µ) of a Laplace eigenvalueλk(g,µ) satisfies the
inequality

mk(g,µ)6 2(2− χ − l)+2k+1 for any k= 1,2, . . . ,

whereχ stands for the Euler-Poincare number of M and l is the number of boundary
components.

Proof. First, we claim that the decay hypothesis (5.1) on the measure µ implies that its
density belongs to the spaceK2,δ′

(M) for some 0< δ′ < δ. Indeed, by Fubini’s theorem
and the change of variable formula, we obtain

∫

B(x,r)

|x− y|−δ′
dµ =

+∞
∫

r−δ′

µ{(y : |x− y|−δ′
> t)}dt =

+∞
∫

r−δ′

µ(B(x, t−1/δ′
))dt

= δ′

r
∫

0

s−δ′−1µ(B(x,s))ds6Cδ′

r
∫

0

sδ−δ′−1ds.

Second, using a variational characterisation of eigenvaluesλk(g,µ), it is also straightfor-
ward to check that the standard proof of Courant’s nodal domains theorem carries over for
eigenfunctionsu, which satisfy (5.2). Hence, Theorem 4.1 applies, and then the argument
in the proof of Theorem 1.2 carries over directly to yield themultiplicity bounds.

Note that, since the Dirichlet energy is conformally invariant, if the measureµ is the
volume measure of a metrich conformal tog, then the quantitiesλk(g,µ) are precisely the
Laplace eigenvalues of a metrich. More generally, the eigenvalue problems on surfaces
with singular metrics can be also often viewed as particularinstances of the setting of
eigenvalues on measures. Below we discuss this point of viewin more detail.

Let (M,g) be a Riemannian surface, andh be a Riemannian metric of finite volume
defined on the setM\S, whereS is a closed nowhere dense subset of zero measure. Here
the setS plays the role of a singular set ofh on M. Denote byµ the volume measure of
the metrich. In the literature, see e.g. [8], the Dirichlet spectrum of asingular metrich is
normally defined as the spectrum of the Dirichlet form

u 7−→

∫

M\S
|∇ u|2dVolh (5.3)

defined on the spaceC ⊂ L2(M,µ) formed by smooth compactly supported functions in
M\S. Suppose that the setShas zero Dirichlet capacity, the metrich is conformal onM\S
to the metricg, and its volume measureµ satisfies the decay hypothesis (5.1). Then, it is
straightforward to see that the spectrum ofh is discrete and coincides with the set of eigen-
valuesλk(g,µ) defined above. Moreover, the construction makes sense even if a metrich is
not smooth onM\Sas long as the Dirichlet form (5.3) is well-defined. Theorem 5.1 gives
multiplicity bounds for such eigenvalue problems. We end with discussing two examples:
metrics with conical singularities and, more generally, Alexandrov surfaces of bounded
integral curvature.

5.2. Example I: metrics with conical singularities

Let M be a closed smooth surface, andh be a metric onM with a number of conical sin-
gularities. Recall that a pointp ∈ M is called theconical singularityof orderα > −1
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(or angle 2π(α + 1)) if in an appropriate local complex coordinate the metrich has the
form |z|2α ρ(z) |dz|2, whereρ(z) > 0. In other words, nearp the metric is conformal to
the Euclidean cone of total angle 2π(α + 1). As is known, such a metrich is conformal
to a genuine Riemannian metricg on M away from the singularities. If a surfaceM has
a non-empty boundary, we do not exclude an infinite number of conical singularities ac-
cumulating to the boundary, and suppose that the volume measureVolh satisfies the decay
hypothesis (5.1). For a surface with a finite number of conical singularities the hypothesis
on the volume measure is always satisfied. The Dirichlet integral with respect to the metric
h is defined as an improper integral; by the conformal invariance, it satisfies the relation

∫

M
|∇ u|2hdVolh =

∫

M
|∇ u|2gdVolg

for any smooth functionu. Thus, we conclude that the Laplace eigenvalues and their mul-
tiplicities of a metrich coincide with the quantitiesλk(g,Volh) andmk(g,Volh), defined
above, and Theorem 5.1 yields the multiplicity bounds. Mention that if a metrich has only
a finite number of conical singularities, then the multiplicity bounds can be also obtained
from arguments in [21].

5.3. Example II: Alexandrov surfaces of bounded integral curvature

The most significant class of surfaces, illustrating our approach, is formed by the so-called
Alexandrov surfaces of bounded integral curvature. Below we recall this notion and give a
brief outline of its relevance to our setting; more details and references on the subject can
be found in the surveys [29, 33]. Eigenvalue problems on Alexandrov surfaces of bounded
integral curvature are treated in detail in [24].

Definition. A metric space(M,d), whereM is a compact smooth surface, is called the
Alexandrov surface of bounded integral curvatureif:

(i) the topology induced byd coincides with the original surface topology onM;

(ii) the metric space(M,d) is ageodesic length space, that is any two pointsx andy∈ M
can be joined by a path whose length isd(x,y);

(iii) the metricd is aC0-limit of distances of smooth Riemannian metricsgn onM whose
integral curvatures are bounded, that is

sup
n

∫

M

∣

∣Kgn

∣

∣dVolgn <+∞,

whereKgn stands for the Gauss curvature of a metricgn.

This is a large class of singular surfaces that contains, forexample, all polyhedral sur-
faces as well as surfaces with conical singularities and their limits under the integral curva-
ture bound. The hypothesis (iii) implies that after a selection of a subsequence the signed
measuresKgndVolgn converge weakly to a measureω on M. By the result of Alexan-
drov [2], the measureω is an intrinsic characteristic of(M,g); it does not depend on an
approximating sequence of Riemannian metricsgn, and is called thecurvature measureof
an Alexandrov surface. As an example, consider the surface of a unit cube inR3. The
metric on it is defined as the infimum of Euclidean lengths of all paths that lie on the sur-
face of the cube and join two given points. As is known [29, 33], its curvature measure is
∑(π/2)δp, whereδp is the Dirac mass and the sum runs over all verticesp of the cube.
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Recall that a pointx ∈ M is called thecusp, if ω(x) = 2π. By the results of Reshet-
nyak [28] and Huber [20], any Alexandrov surface of bounded integral curvature and with-
out cusps can be regarded as being ”conformally equivalent”to a smooth Riemannian met-
ric on a background compact surface. This means that the distance function on such a
surface has the form

d(x,y) = inf
γ

{

∫ 1

0
eu(γ(t)) |γ̇(t)|gdt

}

for some functionu and a smooth background Riemannian metricg; the infimum above is
taken over smooth pathsγ joining x andy. The conformal factoreu here can be very singu-
lar, and is anL2p-function, wherep> 1. More precisely, the functionu is the difference of
weakly subharmonic functions [28, 29], and the set

S= {x∈ M : eu(x) = 0}

has zero capacity inM, see [15, Theorem 5.9].
Thus, an Alexandrov surface without cusps can be viewed as a surface with a ”Rieman-

nian metric”h= eug on M\S, whose distance function is precisely the original metricd.
This ”Riemannian metric” yields theAlexandrov volume measure dµh = e2udVolg, which
is an one more intrinsic characteristic of(M,d); it can be also defined via approximations
by Riemannian metrics. More precisely, in [2] Alexandrov and Zalgaller show that ifgn

is a sequence of Riemannian metrics that satisfy the hypothesis (iii) in the definition of an
Alexandrov surface, then its volume measuresVolgn converge weakly toµh.

Since the setShas zero capacity, by conformal invariance it is straightforward to con-
clude that the relation

∫

M\S
|∇ u|2hdµh =

∫

M
|∇ u|2gdVolg

holds for any smooth functionu. Thus, the eigenvaluesλk(g,µh) of the Dirichlet form
∫

|∇ u|2dVolg in L2(M,µh) are indeed natural versions of Laplace eigenvalues on an Alexan-
drov surface without cusps. Sincee2u is anLp-function, wherep> 1, we conclude that the
Alexandrov volume measureµh satisfies the decay hypothesis (5.1). In particular, the mul-
tiplicities mk(g,µh) are finite and satisfy inequalities in Theorem 5.1.

A. Appendix: Cheng’s structure theorem

The purpose of this section is to give details on Cheng’s structure theorem [9], mentioned
in Sect. 1. It is based on the following lemma.

Lemma A.1. Let u be a C1,1-smooth function defined in a neighbourhood of the origin in
Rn that satisfies the relation

u(x) = PN(x)+O(|x|N+δ) as x→ 0, (A.1)

where PN is a homogeneous polynomial of order N such that|∇ PN(x)| > C|x|N−1. Then
there exists a neighbourhood U of the origin and a Lipschitz homeomorphismΦ of it that
preserves the origin and such that u(x) = PN(Φ(x)) for any x∈ U. Moreover, if u is C2-
smooth, thenΦ is a C1-diffeomorphism.

Comments on the proof.The second term on the right-hand side can be viewed as the prod-
uct α (x) |x|N+δ′−1, where 0< δ′ < δ andα (x) is a function that isC1-smooth away from
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the origin and behaves likeO(|x|1+δ−δ′
) asx→ 0. It is then straightforward to see thatα is

C1-smooth in a neighbourhood of the origin, and differentiating relation (A.1), we obtain

∇ u(x) = ∇ PN(x)+O(|x|N+δ′−1) as x→ 0.

Given the last relation, ifu isC2-smooth, the existence of theC1-diffeomorphismΦ follows
from the argument in the proof of [9, Lemma 2.4]. This argument also works whenu
is C1,1-smooth, and in this case it yields a local Lipschitz homeomorphismΦ such that
u(x) = PN(Φ(x)).

In dimension two any homogeneous harmonic polynomial of degreeN > 1 satisfies the
hypothesis|∇ PN(x)|>C|x|N−1, and combining the lemma above with Prop. 2.2, we obtain
the following improved version of Cheng’s result.

Cheng’s structure theorem. Let u be a C1,1-smooth solution of the Schrodinger equation

(−∆+V)u= 0 onΩ ⊂ R2, (A.2)

where V∈ K2,δ(Ω). Then for any nodal point p∈ N (u) there is a neighbourhood U
and a Lipschitz homeomorphismΦ of U onto a neighborhood of the origin such that
u(x) = PN(Φ(x)) for any x∈ U, where PN is an approximating homogeneous harmonic
polynomial at p. Moreover, if u is C2-smooth, thenΦ is a C1-diffeomorphism.

In [9] Cheng also states similar results in arbitrary dimension. However, in di-
mensionn > 2 there are homogeneous harmonic polynomials for which the hypothesis
|∇ PN(x)| > C|x|N−1 fails, and thus, Lemma A.1 can not be used. As is shown in [4, Ap-
pendix E], the latter hypothesis is necessary for the conclusion of Lemma A.1 to hold.
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